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ISLAMABAD, 17 March — Five
people were killed when several gre-
nades exploded during a Sunday ser-
vice at a Protestant church in the dip-
lomatic enclave of Islamabad, police
and witnesses said. Calling it a “ter-
rorist attack,” Islamabad police chief
Nasir Durrani told reporters at the
scene that the blasts happened at about
10:50 a.m. as about 60 to 70 people
worshipped at the Protestant Interna-
tional Church. “So far five persons are
dead and around 45 are injured,” he
said. “Among the dead are two U.S.
citizens. They are the wife and daugh-
ter of a U.S. diplomat. The church was
used by foreigners of all nationalities.”

Durrani said one or two men tossed the grenades into the
main place of worship for Protestants in Islamabad’s expatri-
ate community. Police cordoned off the area but broken glass
and splintered wood could be seen on the front steps. It was not
immediately clear why the church was targeted but many
hard-line Islamic groups oppose President Pervez Musharraf’s
support for the U.S.-led war on terror. (Article and photo
reprinted from the official website of the Pakistan Christian
Conference, www.pakistanchristiancongress.com/index.php.
Used by permission.)

Maj. Lisa K. Bohn, a Civil Affairs soldier assigned to
Riverdale, Md.’s 354th Bde., was injured in the attack on the
Church that fateful Sunday in March. Having recovered from
her wounds, she was awarded the Purple Heart and she has
since returned to duty supporting the war. Here is her story,
written two days after the attack:

On 9/11 I was homeschooling my son when I received a
phone call from my sister, “Lisa turn on the TV, a plane
has just hit the World Trade Center.” In horror, my son
and I watched the second plane hit the second twin tower.

CA Soldier Wounded in Terrorist Attack on
Pakistani Church Earns Purple Heart

“Soldier Wounded” continued on page 2…

USCENTCOM CINC, Gen. Tommy Franks presents Maj. Bohn her purple heart
for injuries sustained in a terrorist attack on a Church in Islamabad. Left, the
aftermath of the attack on the Church.
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Later, another plane hit the Pentagon in Washington
D.C. I knew the military had not yet finished shaping the
destiny of my life. After much prayer, my husband and I
knew the right thing was for me to volunteer to be
activated for the protection of my children, my family,
my way of life, the United States. I was activated on 4
January in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. By
31 January, I found myself in a combat zone on the other
side of the world away from my family and everything I
knew as safe.

I was flown in the middle of the night into Afghanistan
and then caravaned to the capital, Kabul. After being
there one week, I was further assigned to Pakistan to
work as a Liaison Officer to the United Nations and Non-
Govermmental Organizations (NGOs), trying to assist
the effort of getting humanitarian aid into Afghanistan.
Going to Church was a natural part of my life so I found
a Church in Pakistan where I could fellowship with other
Christians. The Church was attended by U.S and other
World Embassy staffs, missionaries from many NGOs,
local Pakistanis and also Afghan refugees. I was able to
fellowship with Christians on my off-duty time until the
man with the grenades entered our Church and forever
alternated many lives, ending some.

I arrived at Church early with a friend, Dianne Mitchell,
the wife of a U.S. Army colonel. We sat in the fourth row.
I was in an aisle seat. It was just she and I because her
husband was out of town. A Pakistani father, his son and
his daughter sat right in front of me. A U.S. Embassy
employee, Milton Green, his daughter, his son and his
wife sat right behind me. During the sermon, I heard a
pop or some type of commotion behind me. I turned my
head, looked over my right shoulder and saw a man
throwing grenades in my direction. Dianne grabbed my
arm. I dove to the front right of the Church, then crawled
to the wall, all the while staying low. I remained very still
because I figured someone was going to start with
machine guns next.

After a few seconds, minutes, I started to move around. I
crawled to the piano where some people were hiding. A
man was on his cell phone calling for help. At this point I
deemed the risk was over so I got up and started helping
people who were injured. The woman who had been sitting
in front of me was now lying on the floor in my spot,
seriously injured. I talked to her, tried to reassure her,
untangled her hair from the chair and had someone carry
her out of the Church. Her name was Reha Good. She later
died. Her father, who sat in front of me, before the grenade
went off, was seriously injured. He suffered from multiple
wounds, one requiring the amputation of his foot. The son
also had multiple wounds and a broken leg. That was the
family that sat directly in front of me.

Within the family directly behind me, the mother and the
daughter died. The father and son are also injured badly.

The son lived because the mother covered him with her
own body.

My friend who sat beside me jumped straight over to the
right, after me. She ended up with a lot of shrapnel
wounds down her back side. As for me, I had shrapnel in
my toe, a large bruise covering the back of my leg where
a piece of shrapnel went in and out of my leg, and then
what looks like scabbed-over chicken pox on my lower legs
from sharpnel.

By the grace of God and my military training, I am alive
today. I am not sure why I was spared but I am truly
grateful. As my boss, Lt. Col. Tom Miller tells me, I “met
the dragon and lived to tell about it.” I say I had a “taste
of evil” and God’s Angels protected me. Pray they
continue to watch over me, and all who have been
injured or are being placed in harm’s way to keep the
world safe and free from this surge of evil.

Aftermath, 14 May 2002. Right now I am sitting in my house
at 0330 in the morning, not quite used to the time change
from Pakistan to the United States. After the Church grenade
incident, the CJCMOTF decided to shut down the cell in Pa-
kistan. Gen. Kratzer, commander of the CJCMOTF-Afghani-
stan, asked me what would I like to do next, work in Kuwait
or Tampa, Fla. That was a no brainer. I chose Tampa. I have
been given twelve days’ leave to reunite with my family and
then I will continue on with my next mission supporting Op-
eration Enduring Freedom. My family life has truly been in-
fluenced by my military experiences as all of my life has been
and continues to be.

How is my resolve right now? I am examining what is
truly important to me; holding my two-year-old daughter,
having my six-year-old son saying, “Mom I am so glad you are
home;” seeing my husband smile because I am safe at home for
now. I know now this is what is important. Yes, I am a soldier,
but more than that I am a mother, a wife, and Christian living
for God and I just want to do the work he has planned for me.
I pray that now it involves being close to those I love. — Maj.
Lisa K. Bohn  

© 2002 The Civil Affairs Association

Correction
In the last issue of J&N, we reported that
USSOCOM CINC, Gen. Holland, had
accepted the Association’s invitation to be
the keynote speaker at the 2002 Worldwide
CA Conference. In fact, the invitation was
extended by Hdqs., USACAPOC. J&N
regrets any confusion or misunderstandings
this error may have caused.

…“Soldier Wounded” continued from page 1
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Time is Drawing Near
54th Annual CAA
Conference Update

The CA Association is par-
ticipating in the 2002 World-
wide Civil Affairs Confer-
ence in Raleigh, N.C. in
June. As in past years, the
Conference this year is be-
ing sponsored by the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Special Opera-
tions and Low Intensity Con-
flict (OASD SO/LIC). Plan-
ning and preparation are be-
ing managed by the Hdqs.,
U.S. Army Civil Affairs and
Psychological Operations

Command (USACAPOC) at Fort Bragg.

The Association is supporting the Conference by organiz-
ing the luncheon meetings on Friday and Saturday, 21 and 22
June, and the Conference Banquet on Saturday evening, 22
June. CA Association, Civil Affairs Corps, and other recogni-
tions and awards will be presented at these three events.

The U. S. Army Reserve CA Corps Committee will meet
at the Conference hotel at 1400 hours on Thursday afternoon,
20 June. Following the Corps Committee meeting, the Asso-
ciation Board of Directors will meet at 1500 hours.

Speakers Confirmed. Already confirmed as the keynote
speaker is USSOCOM CINC, Gen. Charles Holland. Just
named as the Friday luncheon speaker is Maj. Gen. Jerry W.
Grizzle, Vice Director for Joint Training, J-7/Vice Com-
mander, Joint Warfighting Center, U.S. Joint Forces Com-
mand. In this duty he serves as the principal advisor to the
Commander, USJFCOM JWFC/Director Joint Training (J7)
and his staff on Reserve matters and mobilization of Reserve
forces, with specific involvement in furthering the Partner-
ship for Peace program.

Register Now. The Conference will be at the Hilton North
Raleigh Hotel. Special Conference room rates have been
arranged, but are limited so reserve your room now. To get
Conference registration and other information, go to the
Association website at www.civilaffairsassoc.org and click on
the first site link which is WWCAC 2002, 54th Annual
Conference page link. At the Government Technology Sym-
posiums website click on “List of Events” and move down the
page to the listing for WWCAC 2002. (J&N)  

News from the Schoolhouse
New CA Qualification
Course Scheduled
for FY 2004
The Directorate of Training and Doctrine
at the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special
Warfare Center and School
(USAJFKSWCS), Fort Bragg, N.C. is
redesigning the current Civil Affairs
Course (CAC) and Reserve Component
(RC) Civil Affairs Officer Advanced
Course (CAOAC) to become the
new Civil Affairs Qualification
Course (CAQC) with resident and
nonresident training options.

The resident CAQC will be a 4-week resident course
designed to qualify active-component officers in functional
area (FA) 39C, Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) officers in 38A/
CA Branch, approved Allied officers, and select AC NCOs for
the additional skill identifier (ASI) “D.” The CAQC nonresi-
dent option consists of a distance-learning phase and a 2-week
resident phase to qualify RC officers in the CA Branch who are
assigned to authorized 38A slots. RC personnel selected to
attend the nonresident CAQC will have 12 months from time
of enrollment to complete both the nonresident and resident
phases of their qualification. This design trains all AC FA 39C
officers and RC 38A officers on the same tasks based on
current doctrine, and integrates AC and RC personnel during
the last two weeks of scheduled resident courses.

All AC officers, AGR officers, select AC NCOs, and
approved Allied officers must attend the resident CAQC. RC
officers and select RC NCOs may attend either the 4-week
resident or the nonresident CAQC option. DoD civilians,
civilians from other government agencies, and officers from
other military services may attend either CAQC option upon
approval by the Commanding General, USAJFKSWCS.

The new CAQC is set for validation beginning June 2002,
with full implementation by October 2003. Enrollment in the
nonresident phase of the RC CAOAC will not be offered after
September 2002, and all CAOAC enrollees will have until
September 2003 to complete the resident phase of their
qualification. Contact Maj. W. Scott Webber at 910-396-2756
or email webberw@soc.mil for additional information. (Maj.
Scott Webber, USAJFKSWCS Directorate of Training and
Doctrine)  

Maj. Gen. Grizzle has been
added to speak.
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News from SOCOM
JSOU Provides Tailored CMO Education to
SOF Organizations
by Cols. (ret.) Gilbert Doan and Fredrick D. Jones, and Lt. Col. Ferdinand Irizarry

Initially, the course iterations were all scheduled for
Hurlburt Field; the events of 11 September, however,
altered that guidance. Currently, JSOU conducts
half of the JCMOC iterations at Hurlburt, while the
other half is conducted in the field. In this manner
they are more accessible to the commanders and
students.

JSOU will conduct the May 2002 iteration of the
JCMOC at Fort Bragg, at USACAPOC’s request.

Representatives from the CAPOC staff, the 352d and 353d
Civil Affairs commands, the Army Special Operations Battle
Lab, and the USAJFKSWCS all received the specialized
education provided by the course.

USSOCOM mandated that JSOU strengths would in-
clude outreach and flexibility in support of field commanders.
JSOU demonstrated its support of this mandate by conducting
a Mobile Education Team (MET) iteration of a modified,
targeted Joint CMO Indoctrination Course at the request of
Pensacola’s 350th CA Cmd. Rather than the normal five-day,
workweek length, the course was modified so that it could be
conducted over a three-day drill weekend. Rather than being
generic and applicable worldwide, the course was focused on
Central and South America, the 350th’s primary area of
interest. Providing the course to Brig. Gen. Sandy Davidson,
350th CA Cmd. acknowledged the inherently joint nature of
CA/CMO and the contributions made by Reservists to a Joint
Task Force. The MET provided the 350th commander with a
slightly different venue in which to work his staff and present
his philosophy and concept for joint CA and joint CMO. It also
provided another opportunity for JSOU and the JCMOC to
foster relationships and understanding across a wide and
disparate group of organizations and professionals.

After the completion of the MET, Davidson wrote that his
command is “now better prepared to accomplish the tasks at
hand and to prepare for those tasks which will present
themselves in the future Joint Operations environment.”

JSOU stands ready to assist other units in the CA commu-
nity with similar METs; they can be coordinated by contacting
the JCMOC Director, Mr. Terry Doan at 850-884-1845 or
email at Gilbert.Doan@Hurlburt.af.mil. (Col. (ret.) Doan is
director, Joint CMO Course, Joint Special Operations Uni-
versity; Col. (ret.) Jones is director, Joint Special Operations
Forces Pre-command Course, Joint Special Operations Uni-
versity; and Lt. Col. Irizarry, is chief, CA and CMO Training
and Doctrine Division, USAJFKSWCS, Fort Bragg.)  

Every military operation has a tangible civil component
as the events since 11 September have so clearly dem-
onstrated. Success in mission accomplishment de-
mands an integrated approach to leveraging this
important component of the commander’s opera-
tional environment.

To address this and other concerns, the U.S.
Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) estab-
lished the Joint Special Operations University (JSOU)
at Hurlburt Field, Fla., in October 2000. The mission of the
JSOU is to educate SOF executive senior and intermediate
leaders and other selected national and international security
decision-makers, both military and civilian, through teach-
ing, research and outreach, in the science and art of Joint
Special Operations.

Specifically, one of the courses JSOU was directed to
develop and deliver is the Joint Civil-Military Operations
Course (JCMOC); its objective is to prepare military planners
and operators and appropriate civilian professionals to plan
and conduct the civil-military component of joint and coali-
tion operations.

Over the course of five days, the JCMOC educates stu-
dents on the effective planning and coordination of Civil-
Military Operations (CMO) across the range of military
operations in support of the CINC and JTF campaign plans,
emphasizing the interaction between military staff members
and representatives of other U.S. government agencies, inter-
national organizations, and non-governmental organizations.

The course employs an eclectic group of instructors to
ensure the students are exposed to the latest concepts emerg-
ing from academia, other U.S. Government agencies, the U.S.
Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School
(USAJFKSWCS), humanitarian organizations, and the other
uniformed services. Students work in an academic environ-
ment examining, developing and coordinating staff estimates
and courses of action; the lesson plans focus on a combination
of lessons learned, practical experience, and doctrine. Mili-
tary and non-military students have the opportunity to interact
with each other throughout the span of the course. One of the
key benefits of the course is that it provides a non-threatening
forum in which to receive advice and guidance from experi-
enced operators like Maj. Gen. Tom Matthews, the course
senior mentor.

In May 2001, JSOU conducted the validation iteration of
the JCMOC; it is now conducting one class per quarter.
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This article will discuss some of the articles in the Geneva
Convention that are relevant to developing a protected tar-
get list, and providing an example of a successful method
that worked during a recent Warfighter exercise that simu-
lated high-intensity conflict throughout a battlefield with nu-
merous large population centers.  — The Author

One of the few manuals that discusses protected targets is
Department of the Army Pamphlet 21-1-1, Protocols to the
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949. Specifically, Article
52 discusses the protection of civilian objects such as schools
and hospitals, and Article 53 discusses the protection of
cultural objects and places of worship.

With Articles 52 and 53 in mind, CA planners need to
develop a protected target list to fulfill the commander’s
responsibility to ensure those areas classified as protected
targets such as schools, historic monuments, works of art and
places of worship are not intentionally or needlessly damaged

or destroyed. Currently, many CA planners will simply plot
these locations on an overlay (which in an urban environment
could number in the hundreds) and then give this overlay,
together with a protected target worksheet, to the assistant fire
support coordinator (AFSCOORD). However, due to the large
number of protected targets, a better system is needed to
manage the large volume of data to enable units to clear fires
quickly and accurately.

One possible solution is to conduct a mission analysis of
your Division/Brigade area of operation (AO) in order to
identify key cities that could influence the battle and may
contain possible protected targets. In a Division AO, with its
multiple urban areas, this can be an extremely time-consum-
ing task. However, it is critical that this task be completed
prior to mission execution.

The map sheets for the AO, together with the most recent
country study, would provide most of the information needed

G5 Notebook
Preparing and Managing the Protected
Target List
by Maj. Richard S. Vick, Jr.

“G5 Notebook” continued on page 6…

 

TYPE TARGET # GRID REMARKS 

School 1 CG69108245  
Church 2 CG69958592  
School 3 CG69208670  
Memorial Tower 4 CG69458604  
School 5 CG68918769  
Temple 6 CG69908765  
Church 7 CG69108785  
Monument 8 CG69458752  
Temple 9 CG68808860  
School 10 CG68908805  
Temple 11 CG69908887  
Church 12 CG69508925  
Water Pumping Station 13 CG71708957  
School 14 CG69359130  
Church 15 CG69609135  
 

TABLE 1. RESTRICTED FIRE AREA NOMINATIONS FOR KAPYONG
(CG6987)
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to complete this task. In a Division AO, separate 1:50,000 map
sheets should be acquired for each population center to be
focused on. Once these map sheets have been attained, a
thorough map analysis can be conducted to identify and
nominate protected targets. During a recent Warfighter exer-
cise, the protected targets were grouped and color-coded into
1 of 4 categories:  round colored stickers or dots were used; red
for religious sites, yellow for schools, blue for major utility/
water sites and green for all other protected target nominations
such as hospitals. Each protected target on the 1:50,000 map
sheet was annotated with these colored stickers according to
the color scheme and then numbered (see Figure 1). These
data, which included the type of target, corresponding num-
ber, and eight-digit grid and nearest major populat   ion center,
was then entered into spreadsheet (see Table 1). This spread-
sheet, titled by city name, could then provide a specific listing
of protected targets by type and eight-digit grid location.

During this Warfighter exercise, over 830 protected
targets were submitted, covering 52 population centers. The

Division Artillery Fire Support Element (DIVARTY FSE)
took this product and grouped the 832 individual targets into
81 RACUs (per their TAC SOP, RA indicates a restricted fire
area and CU indicates that the DMAIN FSE submitted it). The
RACUs/RFAs were then plotted on a protected target overlay
for a 1:100,000 map sheet and the overlays were distributed to
each Brigade Combat Team (BCT) and selected sections
within the Division Main (DMAIN).

The 1:50,000 map sheets that the protected targets were
plotted on were then scanned and the images were imported
into PowerPoint slides. Additionally, each slide had more
detailed information in the legend to include: city name,
current population estimates, RACU number, the radius of
each RACU and the number of protected targets by category.
The PowerPoint slides were then burned to a CD for distribu-
tion to all BCTs and selected sections within the DMAIN. The
data above were then organized into a binder for use in the
DMAIN so that the information could be quickly referenced.

“G5 Notebook” continued on page 7…

…“G5 Notebook” continued from page 5

FIGURE 1. MAP OF KAPYONG
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The binder was organized with an index that cross-
referenced the RACU number, city name and map sheet
number. This was followed by the spreadsheets that were
developed for each city during the mission analysis, the
scanned images that were imported into the PowerPoint slides
and then the actual 1:50,000 map sheets that the protected
targets had been plotted on. Once completed, the binder
became a quick reference that was able to provide any com-
mand post (CP) with detailed information concerning a
specific populated area. These requests for information could
come to the G5 section at the DMAIN in various ways, such
as by grid coordinate, RACU number or city name. A response
from the G5 could be generated rapidly because of the cross-
reference index and the protected target overlay.

If a fire mission is called inside one of these RACUs, the
Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System (AFATDS)
will require a manual override to continue processing the fire
mission. As the fire mission is being processed, the Division
Judge Advocate General (JAG), working with the G5, was
able to provide the commander with all relevant data he
needed to base his decision on whether or not to fire the
mission. The use of a RACU around several protected targets
acts as a warning to the Division FSE that fire missions are
being called in or around protected targets. The Division staff
can then be alerted that the enemy may be violating the Geneva
Conventions and the protected target may now lose its pro-
tected status due to enemy activity. Once this system to protect
civilian and cultural locations is understood and rehearsed,
little time is added to the processing of the fire mission in

proximity to protected targets. The next challenge is inputting
protected targets in to the automated fire support system

Instead of dumping several hundred protected targets on
the AFSCOORD a technique is to provide the targets in groups
up to certain phase lines. Once friendly forces have secured up
to the phase line, the AFATDS (Advance Field Artillery
Tactical Data System) operators can delete all the protected
targets south of the current phase line. This will allow both the
G5 and AFSCOORD to maintain current and relevant pro-
tected targets.

This article has discussed one method that was used
successfully during a Warfighter Exercise. The processes
developed during the exercise can be used to develop unit-
specific techniques that could be incorporated into a TACSOP
to help manage and maintain the protected targeting process.

(Author’s Note - The author would like to thank Maj. Jose
Salcido 1st Cav. Div. G5; Maj. Ed McFadden, and Capt.
Francesca Santarsiere both of the 490th CA Bn. They devel-
oped and executed this TTP and then helped in writing this
article.)

(Maj. Vick is a graduate of the CA, PSYOP, regional
studies and language school at Ft. Bragg N.C. He was then
assigned to Fort Bragg’s 96th CA Bn. (Abn.) as a team chief
for a year before taking command of E Co. He now is the
Special Operations Forces Observer Controller at Battle
Command Training Program, Ft. Leavenworth. Reach him at
RICHARD.VICK@LEAVENWORTH.ARMY.MIL.)  

Enlisted Corner
Accelerated MOS Training is a “Go”
by Master Sgt. Robert Cicero
Shortly after the events of 11 September, USACAPOC Com-
mander, Maj. Gen. “Buz” Altschuler, secured funding to con-
duct accelerated 38A MOSQ reclassification training. This
training was intended to qualify all non-MOSQ enlisted sol-
diers, currently serving in CAPOC units, as CA specialists.
The current level of MOSQ for CAPOC was approximately
70 percent and the goal was to raise this to 100 percent. As
Altschuler explained to the 353d CACOM staff at its yearly
training brief, “This is a one time opportunity to get well.”

In early October, the 5th Bn. (CA), 3d Bde., 98th Div. (IT)
was chosen to conduct this training. The 5th Bn, headquar-
tered in Edison, N.J., stood up its flag in September 1996, and
has been training CA specialists yearly since then at
USACAPOC units throughout Region A and at Fort Dix.
Almost all the staff and instructors are veterans of recent CA

missions as members of 353d subordinate units. Additionally,
there are members whose prior service includes time in the Air
Force, the Marines and the Navy. The military backgrounds of
the 5th Bn.’s members include infantry, artillery, MP, finance,
logistics, drill instructors and administration.

A rigorous cycle. Under normal circumstances the plan-
ning cycle for this training is twelve months and the training
cycle is six months, for both an IDT phase one and AT phase
two. The 38A course is a rigorous one that immerses prospec-
tive CA operators in all CA doctrine, as delineated in FM 41-
10; the sixteen functional specialties, staff organization and
planning, cross cultural communication, briefing skills, map
reading, mounted land navigation and squad level tactics. The
course culminates with a seven-day CPX/FTX tactical sce-
nario.

…“G5 Notebook” continued from page 6

“Enlisted Corner” continued on page 8…
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The 5th Bn.
was now being
tasked to plan for
and conduct three
training cycles in 90
days, with a three-
week warning or-
der. USACAPOC
deputy commander,
Brig. Gen. Patt
Maney, alerted the
5th Bn. that it could
expect as many as
500 students. The
5th Bn. wasted no
time in marshalling
its resources, meet-
ing with its higher
h e a d q u a r t e r s ,
within 48 hours to
draw up and finalize its plans. There was much to do!

In addition to securing billets, rations, vehicles, training
materials, training sites at Fort Dix, as well as coordinating
role player support from the CA line units, there was the
matter of reworking the course material to fit a compressed
training cycle. Likewise, all of the unit members were being
called to active duty for an extended period of up to 90 days.
All of this had to happen within 14 days.

NCOs take the lead. From the outset, the unit was
energetic and enthusiastic in its actions. Master Sgts. Alvin
Claitt and William Hotham and Sgt. 1st Class Eric Hutchison,
all from the 5th Bn., met with their brigade staff to identify
critical issues.

Meanwhile, FTX managers Sgt. 1st Class Vincent Natali
and Staff Sgt. Lawrence Ciccarelli, working closely with
Master Sgt. Powell of USAJFKSWCS, rewrote the CPX/FTX
portion of the course to be reflective of the unfolding situation
in Afghanistan. At the same time Sgt. 1st Class Carlos Mejia,
S3 NCOIC, worked with Powell to draw up a compressed, 21-
day training schedule, which would include all the elements
of the courseware. The goal was to ensure the students
received the same information normally taught over a six-
month period.

Because of the large student load for each of the three
cycles, instructors from other regions were directed to aug-
ment the 5th Bn. staff. These individuals included the top
instructors from the 95th and 100th Divs. (IT). They brought
with them some very high-tech skills. Once on the ground at
Fort Dix, these guest instructors wasted no time in preparing
for their duties. In the process, there was much trading of notes

on differing in-
structional styles,
as well an increased
appreciation for
each others’ profes-
sionalism. Instruc-
tors came to Fort
Dix from as far
away as Texas,
California and
Alaska. As Instruc-
tor Staff Sgt. Tho-
mas Appelbach
said, “teamwork
was the order of the
day!”

Students up
for the task. As for
the students, every

USACAPOC unit was represented in the student body. The
38A course is unique in that every enlisted rank is eligible.
Because it is a reclassification course, students arrived with
virtually every MOS. This depth of military knowledge is one
of the most significant aspects of the training, as it allows all
the students to learn from each other’s backgrounds.

What impressed the school staff most was the dedication,
professionalism and high morale of all of the students. Indica-
tive of this were the comments of Sgt. Breaux and Pvt. 1st
Class vanParys, of Hartford’s 411th CA Bn., who said that
they were both “eager to serve their country” in this trying
time. They had been ordered to attend this course with the
same short notice and arrived with a sense of purpose and
seriousness not seen before.

A tour of ground zero. The proximity of Fort Dix to the
site of the World Trade Center attack was very beneficial to the
students’ experience. During the second weekend of the
training, the student body was given a day of commander’s
time. Most of the students took the opportunity to make the
one-hour commute, in uniform, to New York City. Accompa-
nied by their “unofficial” tour guide, course instructor and
New York City resident, Sgt. Patrick deMunecas, the students
found that, everywhere they went, people were grateful for
their service and expressed it in a variety of ways. Many were
asked to pose for photographs, some were ushered to the head
of the line for the Empire State Building tour, others were
thanked simply for being in uniform. Few were asked to pay
for anything during their excursion. Instructor Sgt. 1st Class
Jeffrey White was, understandably, asked for his autograph.

The student-tourists agreed that viewing the World Trade
Center site and experiencing the gratitude of the City were

“Enlisted Corner” continued on page 9…

…“Enlisted Corner” continued from page 7

Sgt. 1st Class Jeffrey White, 5th Bn. (CA), 3d Bde., 98th Div. (IT), during a class “field
trip” to Ground Zero.
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…“Enlisted Corner” continued from page 8

ASSOCIATION
UPDATES
351st Celebrates 50 Years of
Service
On Saturday, 6 April, alumni, friends, and mem-
bers of Mountain View, Calif.’s 351st CA Cmd.
joined to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the
unit’s activation. In the afternoon there were cer-
emonies at the Jones USAR Center; that evening
there was a dinner at the Biltmore Hotel in Santa
Clara.

Persons in World War II- and Korean-era uni-
forms and an equipment display gave the event at
the Reserve Center a historical touch. Local govern-
ment officials and unit commander, Brig. Gen.
Mike Kuehr, made comments at afternoon ceremo-
nies, after which tours of the Center were conducted.
One display held original historical documents
about Col. Jones, who won the Silver Star during the
Spanish-American War, and later became the Re-
serve Center’s namesake. The concluding event at
the Reserve Center was the cutting of the ceremonial
birthday cake by 351st former commander and CAA
president emeritus, Maj. Gen. William Berkman,
and the unit’s most junior member, Pvt. 2 Mayra Lopez.

The evening banquet was officiated by unit deputy com-
mander, Col. Bart Evans, who is soon retiring. Maj. Gen.
Berkman spoke after dinner. He and Association secretary/

treasurer, Brig. Gen. Dennis Wilkie, also a former 351st
member, presented Brig. Gen. Kuehr a Distinguished Unit
Citation in appreciation for the continued support of the 351st
for the Civil Affairs Association and the Civil Affairs Corps.
(Brig. Gen. Dennis A. Wilkie)  

Corps Honors 486th Soldiers
Maj. Don Wadley and Staff Sgt. Michael Callaham are the
most recent recipients of the honor of Distinguished Member
of the U.S. Army Civil Affairs Corps Regiment. Both sol-
diers are members of Broken Arrow, Okla.’s 486th CA Bn.

The citation for this honorable distinction reads, “In
recognition of outstanding contribution to regimental conti-
nuity tradition and esprit de corps of the Civil Affairs Corps.”
Often referred to as the DMOC, this award is presented only
to those soldiers who have performed to the high standards
demanded of Civil Affairs operatives.

“With a combined quarter century of CA experience,
these two soldiers assigned to the 486th CA Bn. have served
our Corps well,” stated 486th commander, Lt. Col. Martha
Reyes. “Maj. Wadley is the battalion executive officer and
Staff Sgt. Callaham is the unit administrator. Without them,
the 486th would not be outstanding unit that it is.”

“Updates” continued on page 10…

Former 351st commander and CAA president emeritus, Maj. Gen. William
Berkman, with Pvt. 2 Mayra Lopez, the 351st youngest soldier, cut the
351st’s cake. (Brig. Gen. Dennis Wilkie photo)

affirmations of the resolve of the American spirit and gave the
students a renewed dedication to duty.

A sense of teamwork and renewed purpose. At the end of
their mission, the 5th Bn. (CA), the 3d Bde. (CS) and their
USACAPOC support team had qualified over 400 new CA
specialists in ninety days. These soldiers were eager and
prepared for overseas deployment. Along the way, everyone
came away with strong sense of belonging to the CA team,
gained a sense of accomplishment and pride in having taken
on and carried out a difficult and important mission; one that
has promoted the strength of Civil Affairs, and prepared all for
what lies ahead. (Master Sgt. Cicero is a member of the 3d Bde.
(CS) / 98th Div. (IT). He transferred recently from the 353d CA
Cmd., where he was attached to the 411th CA Bn. as the acting
CSM. Reach him robertfcicero@yahoo.com)  
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Sgt. 1st Class Tim Spradling, a ranking NCO in the
battalion, echoed Reyes’ comments: “I have known both of
these soldiers for years, and I am proud to call them CA
colleagues.”

Wadley and Callaham have long resumes of CA-related
overseas assignments, ranging from Bosnia, across Latin
America, and in South Korea. When asked why they are such
successful soldiers, both responded that it is important to not
only understand the CA mission, but to also know how to
implement it. (Capt. Steve Kinion, 486th PAO)  

407th Soldier Earns Scholarship
Spec. Nicholas Skudlarek of Arden Hills, Minn.’s 407th CA
Bn. was presented a scholarship in the amount of $500 for
his exceptional efforts as an Army Reservist.

USACAPOC Cmd. Sgt. Maj. Jonathan George presented
the award to Skudlarek during the 351st CA Cmd. Command
Soldier/NCO of the Year Competition, which Skudlarek won
in 2001.

The scholarship, presented at Fort Hunter Liggett, Calif.,
is funded by the Army Reserve Association (ARA) and the
United Services Automobile Association (USAA).

“Spec. Skudlarek is a fine, outstanding, energetic Civil
Affairs soldier,” said 364th Bde. Cmd. Sgt. Maj. Jan Lewis.
“The Army needs more soldiers like him.”

Skudlarek showed exceptional skills during both the
351st’s Soldier of the Year Competition, and the USACAPOC
Soldier of the Year Competition in 2001. The qualities and
skills that he displayed in the competitions were recognized by
several senior NCOs including George, who recommended
Skudlarek for the scholarship award.

Skudlarek says he will use the scholarship to continue his
education at St. Cloud State University, in St. Cloud, Minn.,
where he is pursuing a degree in Finance. (Story and photo by
Spec. Karla Hansen, 407th PAO)  

Mobilized Soldiers Authorized to
Wear Certain Insignia, Medals
The Army has
given approval for
soldiers who are ac-
tively involved in
operations Endur-
ing Freedom and
Noble Eagle to
wear certain insig-
nia and medal de-
vices.

Any Reserve
Component soldier
who is involun-
tarily mobilized in
support of opera-
tions Noble Eagle
and Enduring Free-
dom is eligible to
receive the Armed
Forces Reserve
Medal with “M”
device, according to the Total Army Personnel Command.
Volunteers are also eligible for the award, officials said, but
their orders should cite that duty is in support of the war-on-
terror operations.

Also the sleeve insignia for former wartime
service and overseas service bars have been ap-
proved for wear by soldiers who have been assigned
to units that have participated in ground operations
during Operation Enduring Freedom, according to
PERSCOM.

The next revision to Army Regulation 670-1
will state that soldiers have to meet the following
criteria to wear the sleeve unit insignia:

The soldier must have been assigned to a unit
that has actively participated in or been in direct
support of ground combat operations against hos-
tile forces during Operation Enduring Freedom, in
which they were exposed to the threat of enemy
action or fire, either directly or indirectly.

Also the soldier must be deployed within the
Central Command Operations and fall under the

“Updates” continued on page 11…

…“Updates” continued from page 9

Armed Forces Reserve Medal and
Ribbon with M device.

 USACAPOC CSM, Jonathan George, presents scholarship check to
Spec. Skudlarek.
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command of the commander-in-chief, CENTCOM, in order
qualify to wear sleeve unit insignia. (J&N, having researched
www.perscom.army.mil.)  

CA Promotions
To Brigadier General. Army Reserve Cols. James F. Reynolds
and John Ma have been nominated for appointment to the
rank of brigadier general. Reynolds is the 364th CA Bde.
surgeon, in Portland, Ore.; Ma currently serves with the 322d
CA Bde. in Hawaii.

Additionally, 358th Bde. alumnus and current 2d PSYOP
Group commander, Col. Steven J. Hashem, has been selected
to command the Bronx’s 353d CA Cmd. The 353d’s current
commander, Brig. Gen. Paulette M. Risher, will move to U.S.
Special Operations Command, Hurlburt Field, Fla., to serve as
president, Joint Special Operations University. Both report
dates are to determined.

To Lieutenant Colonel (RC). CA did better than the
Reserve Component average during the recent LTC promo-
tion board. The total average for first- and second-time
considered officers was 31 percent; for CA it was 55 percent.
The results were even better for first-time consideration:
USAR average is 46 percent, compared to 76 percent for CA
officers. Congratulations to our “above average” new lieuten-
ant colonels:

Vicente Perez
Gary Pieringer
Karen Pogge
James Rivera
Leonardo Rivera
David Sanders
Robert Sauers
Glenn Schweitzer
Anthony Sherman

…“Updates” continued from page 10

Robert Albanese
Francis Asencio
John Baranowski
James Berenz
Joshua Berisford
Jesse Bosley
Richard Bowen
R. Christian Brewer
Leslie Broadway, Jr.
Frances Chancey
Suk Yong Cho
Paul Ciminelli
James Combs
Norman Cotton
Stephen Dalzell
William Dancy, Jr.
Denise Devor
Mark Downing
Mark Durr
Amy Eick
Alan Farrier
John Froelicher
Robert Garland, Jr.
Cove Green
Malik Habeebullah
Dan Hammack III

Ellen Haring
Paul Hestand
Paul Heymann
Robin Hood
Darlene Hopkins
Friedbert Humphrey
Samuel Johnson III
Sandra King
Lawrence Knapp
Donna Mallet
Lawrence McCarthy
James McNamara, Jr.
Gregory Mehall
George Miller
Samuel Millett
George Miranda
Michael Mishoe
Betancourt Morales
Mark Murtagh
Mark Neuse
Carlos Noriega
Ruben Ordonez
Julius Oroszvary
Joseph Passanante
Greg Patchell
Ralph Perez

Barbara Shutock
David Spencer
Henry Stolarz, Jr.
Edward Strosky
Stephen Tableman
Michael Thomas
Samuel Webster
Dallas Wurst III

To Lieutenant Colonel (Active Component). These active
component majors have been selected for O5 in their CA/
PSYOP functional area of 39: Christopher Bailey, Mark
Caruso, Michael Ceroli, Jeffrey Feldman, Michael Miller,
Tracy Pohl, Douglas Robertson, Randolph Rosin, Michael
Warmack, and Robert Wieler. Congratulations to them all.

To Captain. Kudos to these CA-branched lieutenants
who now are pinning on their captain’s bars: Carl Dishneau,
Patricia Ball, Julia Haydentoyos, Vladimir Kalajdzhyan, Erin
Sullivan, Justin Thomas, and Kenneth Zurcher.

To Master Sergeant. Congratulations to Efrain Goire,
Rose Lee Kirk, Timothy Allen Kohring, all AGR NCOs who
have been promoted to master sergeant. (J&N)  

486th Recognized by
Governor
With the recognition of the im-
portant role of Civil Affairs,
Oklahoma Governor Frank
Keating proclaimed 4 May
as “486th Civil Affairs
Battalion Day” in Okla-
homa.

The proclamation por-
trays the CA mission in terms
of, “Civil Affairs soldiers serve as
the link between the field commanders
and civil authorities in an area of military operations.” Fur-
thermore, Gov. Keating’s proclamation refers to the
battalion’s soldiers as “Ambassadors of the Sooner State.”
The proclamation for 4 May coincided with the battalion’s
annual dining out.

486th commander, Lt. Col. Martha Reyes said that her
unit is “very proud to have such a high honor bestowed upon
us. It is very satisfying for our state’s chief executive to let the
citizens of Oklahoma know of our global reach,” she stated.
(Capt. Steve Kinion, 486th PAO)  
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CAA, ROA are Benefits of
Serving
It is clear that we are not doing our part to help associations like CAA and ROA.

It is also clear that CAA and ROA are bending over backwards to help us in the
CA Branch. Clearly, officers need to make their own decisions as to joining pri-
vate associations such as ROA and CAA. However, in my time I have seen a lot of
changes in the Army Reserve that give Reserve officers the benefits they deserve. It
is obvious that ROA has been in the forefront of championing benefits for us. It is
also apparent that CAA has worked hard to keep us a branch. This is a time when
CA is the only branch of the Army that is growing. The Army got smaller but has
approved force growth for CA.

My view is that both ROA and CAA helped in that. When I joined the Army, Re-
servists could only use the PX and commissary on a very limited basis. Now we
can use them on a frequent basis. That means that a Reservist can save about 30
percent at the commissary. That is not bad for a soldier who only works one offi-
cial weekend a month, but many uncompensated days and nights, and will leave
the family and job to defend the nation.

We are much more professional and have better equipment than when I joined.
ROA and CAA helped in this. I am on active duty now and deploying CA soldiers
(active and reserve) into harm’s way. We have been doing this at CENTCOM since
October. A few weeks ago, my new flag officer boss (who was not here when the
Reserve mobilized) said that CENTCOM was examining the number of Reservists
on active duty; he then paused, realizing some of us might be Reserve, and asked
how many of us were. He was startled that half of his staff are Reservists from
every branch of the military. He had just not had occasion to think about it ... and
that is the way it should be.

In civilian life I work for the Army and know a lot about it, and as a Reserve
general officer, I also get lots of info. However, I still learn a lot about what is
going on from two publications, The Officer from ROA, and the CAA’s Journal and
Newsletter. For me these two publications are worth the small price of dues that
are less than a commercial magazine subscription. For that alone, ROA and CAA
are worth the price.

Brig. Gen. Jack Kern
Commander, 352d CA Cmd.

Letters to the Editor
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Why the Name Change?
It has been announced that the CA Officer Advanced Course is being replaced by the CA Qualifi-
cation Course at the schoolhouse. Does this mean we are returning to the late-1950s/early 1960s?
Back then, in my work for the Army, one of my responsibilities was to review MOS and organiza-
tions, which included the review of Army-wide training courses as they related to MOS and orga-
nizations.

An early CA course was named “CA Officer Orientation Course.” As CA became more visible at
Fort Gordon and was separated from the MP career field, the course obtained all of the elements
of an officer career/basic course and was retitled “CA Officer Career Course.” Graduates of the
course became CA qualified and could be awarded MOS 8104, the predecessor to the current 38
series.

Graduation from the current CA Officer Advanced Course eventually became a major step in
training CA officers. It is my understanding that common subjects, for Reserve officers transfer-
ring to the CA branch, are included in basic and advanced branch courses other than CA. To
understand the career pattern and training that CA Branch Reserve officers, serving in the CA
branch, will be following, some questions need to be asked about the new CA Qualification Course:

• Is the CA Qualification course sufficient to award an officer the 38 MOS?

• Does the officer graduating from the CA Qualification Course need more training to be a
qualified CA officer, particularly at the higher grades?

• Upon graduation from the CA Qualification Course, what further progression and training
is needed to produce a CA branch-qualified CA officer? Or does the qualification course do
it? If it does, why the name change?

• If the CA Advanced Course is being sliced to become a qualification course, is it still com-
prehensive enough for branch qualification? CA is considered a career opportunity for Re-
serve officers with its own branch in which officers and enlisted must become CA trained.
The CA Officer Advanced Course fulfilled the requirement for awarding the CA branch
MOS, like any other branch. (Note: CA USAR officers will not get advanced course credit for
completion of the CA Qualification Course.)

• Are any other branch courses being renamed as qualification courses? The answer may be
“no” since common subjects are covered in the branch course that is completed by the
officers transferring to CA. But, will the fully qualified branch trained Reserve officer be
fully qualified as a CA officer without CA branch training?

The objective of branch training is to guarantee the Army can be assured that officers have the
proper schooling to advance their career in their respective branches. The same needs to be true
for CA branch officers. The question remains: Are we returning to the 1950s/’60s with the new CA
Qualification Course to the detriment of the Army’s CA capability?

Col. (ret.) Wendell Hodgkins
CAA secretary/treasurer emeritus
wchodgkins@earthlink.net
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John Hilldring:
Combat Leader, CA
Visionary
by Brig. Gen. (ret.) Dennis A. Wilkie

Second in an ongoing series
John Hilldring, father of the Civil Affairs Association, had a
unique range of military experience that afforded him un-
usual understanding and vision, the breadth of which may be
illustrated by excerpts from citations for decorations which
he received. For his courageous leadership in front-line fight-
ing during World War I, he received the Distinguished Ser-
vice Cross. For his service as a member of the Army staff and
a direct report to Gen. Marshall during world War II, he re-
ceived the Distinguished Service Medal with Oak Leaf Clus-
ter. Let’s learn more about John Hilldring from the citations
for these decorations.

In 1918, then-Lt. Hilldring fought in the Aisne-Marne
Defense, the Marne Defense, and then in the Marne-Aisne
Offensive campaigns. For extraordinary heroism in action at
Fere Forest near Jaulgonne, France, he was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross. The citation for this decoration
reads, in part:

“During the attack on the slopes of Hill 210, Company K,
38th Infantry, lost contact with the units of the battalion,
becoming exposed to a severe flank attack by overwhelm-
ing forces of the enemy. Lieutenant Hilldring, in com-
mand of a platoon of Company K, repeatedly exposed
himself to heavy enemy fire while making personal recon-
naissances to the right flank to maintain liaison, consoli-
date the troops, and protect the company to withdraw.
Earlier on this day, during an assault against the heights
north of Charteves, Lieutenant Hilldring displayed un-
usual courage in leading two platoon runners in a flank
attack against an element of enemy defense, which was
firing into the flank and rear of his company, capturing
the gun and several prisoners and driving off the other
members of the hostile combat group.”

When World War II began, John Hilldring was the
executive officer of the G1 Div. (now DCSPER) of the War
Department General (now Army) Staff. In January 1942, he
became the G1 of the Army. His first Distinguished Service
Medal is for his service as the Army’s G1 during the initial
months of World War II. The citation for this service reads, in
part:

“... He was responsible for the formulation and direction
of the personnel policies of the War Department during
a period in which the Army was greatly expanded and in

which the War Department was reorganized. His in-
formed and constant leadership in the orderly and rapid
mobilization of the Army, his broad understanding of its
personnel problems, his intense personal interest in the
welfare of the individual soldier, his keen foresight
which led to the establishment of the School of Military
Government, and his skillful presentation of important
legislation resulted in invaluable contributions to the
military preparedness of the United States.”

Later in 1942, he became commander during the mobili-
zation and initial training of the 84th Div. In 1943 Hilldring
returned to Washington to serve as director of the Civil Affairs
Div. on the Army Special Staff.  The citation for this Civil
Affairs service reads, in part:

“... he became responsible for providing the Secretary of
War [now Army] with information and advice with which
to establish policies in connection with the function of
military government and civil affairs in areas occupied
in the course of military operations in all theaters of war.
Acting without previous example of precedent to guide
him (the writer of the citation apparently was not aware
that General Hilldring as a lieutenant had been a Civil
Affairs officer during the initial military occupation and

“Hilldring” continued on page 15…

Maj. Gen. Hilldring, leader and visionary.
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government of Germany following World War I), Gen-
eral Hilldring ably prepared plans for the use of civil
affairs and military government personnel in combat
organizations during operations, and formulated basic
policies for the control of civilian populations in liberated
areas ... General Hilldring was largely instrumental in the
development of plans and policy for discharging the
responsibility of the Combined United States and United
Kingdom military authorities to the Nations of Europe
liberated from German occupation. General Hilldring’s
accomplishments have been a distinct and noteworthy
contribution toward the successful culmination of the
war.”

John Hilldring’s leadership as the Army’s G1 during the
initial days of World War II was crucial. The Army was
expanding rapidly at this time, and new policies were required
for wartime operations. His unusual understanding and vision
of war told him that new policies and numbers of soldiers were
necessary but were not sufficient in themselves for a true
victory. He understood, to establish a lasting peace following
combat, that something in addition was required. This some-
thing was that competent Civil Affairs soldiers had to support
combat operations, and then deal effectively and responsibly
with the populations of liberated areas.

John Hilldring understood the importance of, and the
contributions made by, Civil Affairs operators. He understood
“Secure the Victory.”

(The author thanks Col. Eli Nobleman for providing
copies of documents on General Hilldring.)  

From the Secretary/Treasurer
Surge in Association
Life Memberships
During the first quarter of this year, 39 Association members
upgraded their annual memberships to Life Member status.
Seven of these Civil Affairs soldiers are senior NCOs. Twelve
are captains. In addition there are six colonels, one lieuten-
ant colonel, twelve majors and one lieutenant.

Many took advantage of the Association’s three year, Life
Membership installment payment plan. The following per-
sons who are new Life Members received the Life Member
Gold Coin, a Life Member Certificate, and a letter thanking
them for their support of our Association: James Ahern,
Kenneth Arroyo, Susan Bacon, Elizabeth Damonte, James
DeLuca, Linda Eilks, Robert Farmer, Valerie Fields, Dean
Fraioli, Robert Harter, Chester Gieniec, Edward Hass, James
Hennessy, David Hubbard, John Hunt, Paul Jenkins, Joseph
Jenkins, Andrew Johnson, William Kehrer, Timothy
Kohring, Susan Lee, Robert Lelli, Stanislas Magnienville,
Shawn Mahana, Belinda May, Edward McFadden, Anthony
Merolla, Roth Perkins, Craig Pieranunzi, Caroline Pogge,
Raul Regalado, Santomero Riley, Francesca Santarsiere,
Panya Sawan, Duane Smith, Johnny Spruiel, Ann Marie
Theriault, John Tuozzolo, Alan Worthington.

If you would like to join this list of Life Members, please
see your CAA chapter representative or email the secretary/
treasurer at civilaffairs@earthlink.net. (Brig. Gen. Wilkie,
secretary/treasurer)  

…“Hilldring” continued from page 14
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